Scanning molecular sieve chromatography of interacting protein systems. II. Determination of large zone transport parameters by the difference profile method at low solute concentration.
The experimental determination of difference profiles for the study of large zone transport processes by scanning molecular sieve chromatography is described. Using the difference profile method, the progesterone-induced purple glycoprotein of the porcine uterus was found to exist as monomeric units in high ionic environment, with a partition coefficient of 0.269, partition cross-section of 0.488, partition radius of 25 A and a molecular weight of 33500 g mole . The technique was further applied in examining the association-dissociation properties of oxyhemoglobin. In a high tonic environment, the partition coefficient was found to be 0.365 for dimer and the partition cross-section, 0.419; for the tetramer in low ionic strength solution, the partition coefficient was 0.275 and the partition cross-section 0.377, with a dissociation constant of 1.03 x 10(-6) mole/1. This new technique should prove applicable in (1) readily locating the centroid positions of transport boundary profiles at the lowest practicable protein concentration limits, (2) demonstrating the characteristic boundary shape and concentration-dependent centroid position for an interacting solute, (3) determining the axial dispersion coefficient characteristic of solute turbulence within the gel matrix, and (4) distinguishing the boundary between low and high ionic strength solvent phases in the gel column.